
Configurable profiles for all Agile solutions

Customizable

Configurable in a few clicks

 

 

 

Choose to secure
your Linux devices

Manage heterogeneous device infrastructures with the 

modularity of Agile solutions. You'll be able to manage a 

diversified and "cross-platform" infrastructure with a 

single configuration. Agile configurations (device profiles, 

users and related permissions) can be directly used on 

both Windows and Linux-based devices.

Scalable

Increased security

One of the fundamental characteristics in modern IT 

infrastructures is scalability: the ability to automate and 

speed up the operations necessary to add new devices. 

Agile4Linux offers you the ability to replicate profile 

configurations, but above all it allows you to quickly 

replicate any device by using Snapshot cloning.

By its nature, the Linux operating system is more secure 

than traditional Windows systems, as it is less prone to 

targeted attacks and vulnerabilities. This will also allow 

you to save on additional investments in security.

100% protection and efficiency
Like Windows 10 IoT, Agile4Linux also provides Write 

Filter functionality. This guarantees additional device 

security, disk write protection and the ability to have an 

efficient and “always new” device at every reboot.

A few simple clicks are enough to tailor the system to 

your needs. You can configure remote resources and 

accesses, block devices, manage authentication, create 

kiosks and much more, in seconds. The main purpose of 

Agile4Linux is to save you time! Everything from the 

initial set-up to large-scale device replication.

For example: it takes less than 5 clicks to configure a 

virtualized resource or create a custom full-screen 

browser kiosk.

With the versatility and flexibility of Agile4Linux, the IT 

administrator can independently install or update diffe-

rent packages, third-party software and change client 

versions at any time.

Zero costs for the operating system
By adopting Agile4Linux, you have all the countless 

advantages of Linux, a complete and reliable operating 

system, without the additional costs for the purchase of 

Windows licenses.

your smar t cloud access

Manage your PCs and access configurations
to Citrix, VMware, Microsoft RDS 
In addition to power on/off, configuration and restore of 

workstations, the access configurations to the remote 

infrastructures can be easily managed and distributed to 

the network PCs.



Maximum flexibility thanks to the
"Try & Test" configuration mode

Limited and calculable investment,
with no surprises

Agile4Linux saves time, improves efficiency and 

security with its "Try & Test" mode which reduces 

the risk of errors in device configuration. Rapidly try 

new customisations and make them effective only 

after your tests, or cancel them in an instant.

Using the same Praim Software Subscription 

licensing system, management software and 

application family to provide accurate usage 

reporting and budget forecasting. A fixed, scalable 

and advantageous cost, depending on the quantity 

of devices to be licensed, can be realised.
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SUPPORTED OPERATING SYSTEMS

RESOURCES  MANAGER

SUPPORTED CONNECTIONS 

Desktop  lockdown  with  Agile  Mode

Bginfo  customization 

User  settings  customization 

Graphic  customization  Agile  Mode 

Certificates  manager 

Video,  Mouse,  Keyboard,  Audio

Background  image,  Layout  colors,  Logo

Startup  applications  manager 

Write  filter  manager

Wi-Fi  manager

Wi-Fi  Login

Browser  Kiosk  creation

Complete  USB  management

Total cloning

Connection  autostart 

Local  applications 

VMware  Horizon  Client

Ubuntu 16.04

Firefox

Citrix  Workspace App

RDP  client

Remote  asssistance

Ubuntu 20.04 coming soon

Google  Chrome


